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Abstract

Speech synthesis based on one-model of articulatory movement HMMs, that are commonly applied to both speech recognition (SR) and speech synthesis (SS), is described. In an SS module, speaker-invariant HMMs are applied to generate an articulatory feature (AF) sequence, and then, after converting AFs into vocal tract parameters by using a multi-layer neural network (MLN), a speech signal is synthesized through an LSP digital filter. The CELP coding technique is applied to improve voice-sources when generating these sources from embedded codes in the corresponding state of HMMs. The proposed SS module separates phonetic information and the individuality of a speaker. Therefore, the targeted speaker’s voice can be synthesized with a small amount of speech data. In the experiments, we carried out listening tests for ten subjects and evaluated both of sound quality and individuality of synthesized speech. As a result, we confirmed that the proposed SS module could produce good quality speech of the targeted speaker even when the training was done with the data set of two-sentences.

Index Terms: speech synthesis, HMM-based speech synthesis, articulatory features, voice source codebook, LSP

1. Introduction

We have been developing one-model speech recognition (SR) and speech synthesis (SS) modules based on articulatory movement HMMs that are commonly applied to both SR and SS [1]. In general, SR and SS modules have been designed separately and current HMM-based SR modules use speaker-independent phone-models, while speaker-dependent models are embedded in HMM-based SS modules [2]. To unify two modules of SR and SS, the following three requirements should be satisfied. Namely, in one-model SR and SS modules, (i) speaker-invariant features such as articulatory features (AFs) should be extracted from speech signal, (ii) common HMMs for SR and SS should be designed using speaker-invariant features, and (iii) the feature parameters generated from HMMs should be converted into speaker-specific parameters such as vocal tract (VT) parameters.

In the SR module of one-model SR & SS, the introduction of speaker-invariant feature parameters to HMMs can realize an efficient SR engine. In our previous report [1], the experimental results in a speaker-independent phoneme recognition task showed that the articulatory movement HMM with a single mixture from a single speaker outperformed MFCC-based HMMs with 16 mixtures from 100 speakers. On the other hand, in the SS module, the articulatory movement HMM generates an AF sequence, like motor command in a human brain, and then the AF sequence is converted into a set of VT parameters by using multi-layer neural network (MLN). In the previous paper [1], residual signals of PARCOR analysis are applied to a PARCOR synthesizer [3].

In this paper, we focus on the improvement of voice source design, as well as the modification of synthetic digital filter, that is, the PARCOR filter is changed to an LSP digital filter [4]. Moreover, CELP coding technique [5] is applied to improve voice sources when generating these sources from embedded codes in HMMs. Each state of the articulatory movement HMM has a code number corresponding to that in a voice-source codebook. The procedure of designing multiple codebooks for eight phoneme categories and allocating a code to each state is described in section 3 in detail.

The proposed speech synthesis system can separate phonetic information and the individuality of a speaker. That is, HMMs represent speaker-invariant phonetic information, and on the other hand, the MLN converter and the voice sources share the role of representing individuality of a speaker's speech production organ. Therefore, it is expected to synthesize targeted speaker’s speech with a small amount of voice data. In the experiments, we carried out listening tests for ten subjects and evaluated both of sound quality (MOS test) and individuality (ABX test) of the synthesized speech.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains speech synthesis based on articulatory movement together with the outline of one-model SR and SS. Sections 3 describes voice source design using a closed loop of AbS. Section 4 then explains the results of evaluation for synthetic speech. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusion and suggests future work.

2. Outline of One-model SR & SS using Articulatory Movement HMMs

Figure 1 shows an outline of the proposed one-model SR and SS based on articulatory movement HMMs. In the Figure, the upper block is a SR module and the lower, a SS module. Both modules use the same HMMs. The SR module has an AF extractor with three-stage MLNs that outputs an AF sequence to the articulatory movement HMMs [6], [7]. The HMMs represent probabilistic articulatory gestures in each monophone model.

In the SS module, the same speaker-invariant HMMs generate an AF sequence by concatenating mono-phone models, and then converting them into vocal tract parameters, or LSP parameters, using a speaker-specific model. A speech signal is synthesized by a LSP digital filter together with a voice-source signal. The voice-source signal is read from the same HMMs and is modified along pitch contour by using PSOLA technique [8]. The proposed one-model SR and SS can also output the speech input directly by adding the AF extractor output into the MLN of an AF-LSP converter as shown in Figure 1. Such functionality is useful for talk-back
services in spoken dialogue systems, especially when an out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word is detected.

3. Speech Synthesis using Articulatory Movement HMMs

3.1 Outline of speech synthesis using articulatory movement HMMs

A typical HMM-based speech synthesizer models a single speaker’s voice using features originated in spectrum [9]. The proposed SS module shown in Figure 2 introduces speaker-invariant articulatory movement models to HMMs that are commonly used for a SR module. HMMs generate AF sequences by concatenating mono-phone models, and then feeding the average AF vectors in each state into an AF-LSP converter. The current frame data of the inputs of the converter, AF(m, t), m=1,2,...,15, are combined with the other two frames, which are three points prior to and following the current frame (AF(m, t-3), AF(m, t+3)) to form articulatory movement.

3.2 Conversion from AFs to LSP parameters

Because the articulatory movement HMMs are speaker-invariant models, speaker-specific acoustic features are represented in the AF-LSP converter and/or voice-source signals. In the AF-LSP converter, the AF sequence is converted into a set of vocal tract parameters, or LSP parameters [4], which are line spectrum pairs in an LPC vocoder, known as the most effective speech compression algorithm. The LSP parameters are orthogonalized with respect to each other. The AF-LSP converter is designed with a three-layer neural network (MLN). The MLN has 45 input units (15-AFs x 3-frames) corresponding to a set of context-dependent AF vectors (a preceding context, AF(m,t-3), a current context, AF(m,t), and a subsequent context, AF(m,t+3)), each in 15 dimensions. The MLN has 42 output units (14-LSPs x 3-frames) corresponding to a set of context-dependent LSP parameters. The hidden layer of the MLN has 450 units.

Speaker adaptation, or training, is executed at the AF-LSP conversion stage and the voice-source codebook design stage described in 3.3. When training the MLN, the initial set of weighting coefficients is trained with AF data, uttered by multiple speakers or a referenced single speaker but with a large number of speech data. These are then adapted to a specific user using small number of his/her speech samples. A speech signal is finally synthesized using a LSP synthesizer. Figure 3 shows correlation coefficients between LSPs of the original speech and the converted LSPs from articulatory features (AFs).
features (AFs). Speech samples are two short sentences. Two LSPs have comparatively high correlation.

3.3 Voice-source design by using CELP technique

Figure 4 shows a procedure of voice-source codebook design and allocation of a code using CELP coding technique.

3.3.1 Designing initial residual segment codebooks

The large number of residual segments in a codebook gives high quality speech, however, the computation cost should also be considered. Firstly, we stored a large number of segments in the form of binary trees using a clustering algorithm of LBG [10]. The following is the four steps to design residual codebooks.

1. **Step 1:** Extracts residual signals using LPC analysis.
2. **Step 2:** Cuts each segment by centering the pitch mark point and windowing the segment with double length of pitch interval.
3. **Step 3:** Analyzes each segment by using FFT.
4. **Step 4:** Applies LBG hierarchical clustering to all the segments (binary trees).

Sep 4 is repeated until all the residual segments are enrolled.

The multiple codebooks are finally designed for eight phoneme categories each. The eight groups are five vowels /a, i, u, e, o/, one independent Japanese nasal sound /N/, a voiced consonant group /Cvoiced/, and an unvoiced consonant group /Cunvoiced/.

3.3.2 Allocating a code to each state of HMMs

Figure 4 shows a procedure to allocate residual codes to all the states in HMMs by using CELP technique, that is called Analysis-by-Synthesis (AbS), where the encoding (analysis) is performed by optimizing the decoding (synthesis) in a closed loop.

The following is the three steps to allocate a code to the corresponding state.

1. **Step 1:** Estimates LSP parameters from an averaged AF vector in the HMM state.
2. **Step 2:** Synthesizes speech by combining the estimated LSP parameters and a residual signal in the codebook by adjusting pitch mark point.
   * This step is started from a root node and ended at a leaf node. At each node the residual code with minimum error is selected.
3. **Step 3:** Allocates the code with minimum error to the HMM state.

3.3.3 Speaker adaptation in voice-source

To adapt the voice-source to a new speaker with a small number of speech data, the training segments are limited to five vowel parts and an independent nasal sound /N/.

4. Evaluation of Synthetic Speech

4.1 Speech Data

**D1:** Training data set-1 for HMM training

This training data set comprises 5,000 JNAS [11] sentences uttered by 38 male speakers (16 kHz, 16 bit).

**D2-1:** Training data set-2 for AF-LSP converter training

This second training data set comprises 503 ATR phonetically balanced sentences [12]. A male speaker “A” is set to reference and 503 sentences uttered by “A” are trained for AF-LSP converter.

**D2-2:** Testing data set-1 for AF-LSP converter adaptation

The same data set as D2-1, but uttered by a new male speaker “B” is set to a targeted speaker.

**D3-1:** Training data set-3 for voice-source codebook adaptation

Two sentences are used to adapt the AF-LSP converter to the speaker “B”.

**D3-2:** Testing data set-2 for voice-source codebook adaptation

The same data set as D2-1, but uttered by a new male speaker “B”, is set to a targeted speaker and two sentences are used to adapt the codebook to speaker “B”.

4.2 Experimental Setup

The D1 data set is used to design 38 Japanese monophone HMMs with seven states, five loops, and left-to-right models.

4.3 Evaluation of voice quality

To investigate voice quality of the SS module, the following six data points are compared. The initial MLN of the AF-LSP converter, or VT converter, is trained with a D2-1 data set of speaker “A”. It is then adapted to a new male speaker “B” with a D2-2 data set. The initial codebook is trained with a D3-1 data set of speaker “A”. It is then adapted to a new male speaker “B” with a D3-2 data set. In the listening test, nine sentences without two sentences used in the adaptation are evaluated.

1. Original speech of speaker “B”.
2. VT converter of speaker “A” (D2-1) driven with pulse and noise signal.
3. VT converter of speaker “A” (D2-1) driven with codebook of speaker “A” (D3-1).
4. VT converter of speaker “A” (D2-1) driven with codebook of speaker “B” (D3-2).
5. VT converter of speaker “B” (D2-2) driven with codebook of speaker “A” (D3-1).
6. VT converter of speaker “B” (D2-2) driven with codebook of speaker “B” (D3-2).

Figure 5 shows the result of MOS test of synthetic speech. In the MOS test, twelve subjects heard the original speech (1) and pulse and noise excited synthetic speech (2) before listening test. Adaptation with short sentences both in the VT converter and in voice-source codebook is found to be effective, however further improvement is needed.

4.4 Evaluation of individuality

Figure 6 shows the result of ABX test of Synthetic speech with speaker adaptation by VT and/or codebook. The targeted speaker is B. The results show that both adaptation in VT conversion and in voice-source codebook contribute to individuality verification scores. The result also shows that the proposed speech synthesis method based on articulatory move-
ment HMMs can achieve individuality change with a small amount of speech data by two sentences.

5. Conclusion

Speech synthesis based on one-model of articulatory movement HMMs that are commonly applied to both speech recognition (SR) and speech synthesis (SS) is proposed. The proposed speech synthesis system separate phonetic information and speaker individuality and a target speaker’s voice can be easily synthesized with a small amount of speech data. Experimental results on the evaluation of voice quality showed that adaptation with short sentences both in the VT converter and in voice-source codebook is effective, however further improvement is needed. The other evaluation results on individuality show that both adaptation in VT conversion and in voice-source codebook contribute to individuality verification scores. These results shows that the proposed speech synthesis method can achieve individuality change with a small amount of speech data by two sentences. Future work will include further improvement of voice quality, as well as implementation of prosody control for Text-to-Speech.
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